The Key to Google Ads Success is Learning

Google Ads Secrets

How This Hidden Knowledge
Can Win Your Google Ads Battles

What is a secret?
“Something that is kept hidden or meant to be unknown or
unseen by others.”
Google’s secrets are meant to make a bunch of money for themselves. Google doesn’t care if
you make money or not. Shocking, I know.
For you to profit with Google Ads, you must become a top competitor. But NOT the biggest
spender! We will show you less competitive keywords and other intelligence that will help you
compete against the big budgets.
For you to profit with Google Ads, you need the intel that is just below the surface of
mountains of data.
These secrets are not confidential. We do not steal the intel, contrary to the suggestion in
the cover photo. But Google does not share it. We have to dig for the data.
And it’s not available without our proprietary software.
This booklet shows samples of the Google Ads Secrets we can uncover specifically for
your business. Yes, we will share the secrets with you.
The whole focus of uncovering Google Ads Secrets for your particular organization is on
finding your competitive advantage.
With this intelligence, you will be well armed to fight Google Ads battles beginning in just a
few days.
Respectfully yours,

John Guild
Owner, Guild Marketing

Copyright 2022, Guild Marketing LLC, Loveland, Colorado. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Google is in the business of selling clicks.
Lots of clicks.
In 2020, Google Ads generated $147 billion in revenue for its parent company Alphabet.
That number continues to grow. Look at this chart from Statistica.
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The vast majority of Google Ads revenue comes from Google search. Ads like these:

71% of their $104bn in revenue came solely from Search ads.
It’s no surprise then that Google is constantly striving to drive this number higher to meet
shareholder expectations. As a result, advertisers like you and me foot the bill.
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A story of marginal gains
In order to generate more revenue from search Google has three options:
1. Encourage users to search more.
2. Encourage users to click more ads.
3. Charge more for each click.
When we drill down, options 2 and 3 are where we focus. Because it’s in these two areas that
Google has total control.
So how do they do it?

Option 2 – Encourage users to click more ads.
To get more users to click on ads, Google has two tricks up its sleeve.
Step 1 - change the layout of the page to make ads more prominent
Step 2 - make the ads themselves more engaging so that users are likely to click them.
Often, Google uses both tricks at the same time to achieve its objectives.

Let’s start by looking at mobile devices, as they account for 49% of all traffic in the US, slightly
higher than desktops, with the balance of clicks from tablets (iPads, etc.), accounting for around 3%
of traffic.
For reference, Google Search accounts for 94% of all US mobile search traffic (thanks to
statcounter.com for the data).
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Take a look at these two screenshots taken two years apart:

2022

2020

As you can see. Ads now dominate the mobile screen. To get past the ads you now have to scroll
way down the page.
If the ads are close to satisfying your need, chances are you are going to click them.
So if the ad now fills the page, how does Google make it more clickable?
Simple - by using machine learning and testing to find the most clickable ads.
Google calls them Responsive Search Ads. As a user, you enter several ad headlines and
descriptions. Google artificial intelligence then figures out which combinations get the most clicks.
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The hidden gotcha!
If Google is changing the page and even the content in ads to drive clicks, what’s the downside?
It’s simple enough. Google is not here to drive clicks that convert into business for you. They are in
business to drive clicks—period.
Google doesn’t care which ad gets clicked. They want any of their advertisers to get a click, and
Google gets paid no matter which ad it is.
They are unconcerned about which company wins and which loses. Google lets the chips fall where
they may.
They are insensitive to the success or failure of your advertising and your business.

Why? They know there are plenty more fish in the sea.

The information you need to compete and win is hidden from you.
As a Google advertiser, it’s pretty hard to see and understand helpful information.
● Who you are competing against?
● When and how do their ads compare to yours?
● How do you know if you have the best offer?
Google knows you are in the dark. They don’t want to share information with you. There are
numerous examples of advertiser data being hidden from advertisers (more on that later).
It will open your eyes to know just how much competition there is.
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On a typical desktop search results page there are 4 ad slots (3 shown in this image):
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And on mobile - it’s typically 2 ad slots:

So knowing that there are at most 4 page-1 slots available, you might be shocked at the number of
advertisers bidding on those slots.
Using our custom software, we examined search ad competition across US cities, looking at a single
search term over a 7-day period, and discovered that:
●
●
●

34% of search terms had 10-20 advertisers competing for those maximum 4 available spots
36% of search terms had between 20-50 competing advertisers
1% of search terms had more than 50 advertisers competing.

In one case we saw 134 advertisers competing for a single search term and only 2 to 4 ad slots
available from Google.
Knowing this, how much value do you believe Google places on your individual success when there
are on average more than 20 advertisers ready to take your place in a heartbeat?
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Fight back
To win this war of online advertising, there’s some critical intelligence you must have:
1. Who are you competing against?
2. What is their message to the market?
3. How do your ads stack up?
Think of it as going into battle without a clear view of the enemy. Your chances of winning are
dramatically diminished.

That’s where we come in.
Our proprietary ad-revealing technology enables us to give you the market intel you need to win.
This is what will be contained in your Google Ads Secrets report:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Your main competitors for your Google Ads keywords
How frequently their ads are shown
Your ads vs the most seen ads of your competitors
Clearly see how your message stacks up against theirs
Your competitors’ ad schedules
Which search terms have the least competition
Be notified when we see a change

You won’t get this undercover intelligence anywhere else.
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Here is one graph we will show in your intelligence report:
~ Your main competitors
~ How frequently their ads are shown
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In our undercover intel, you will see your ads vs the most seen ads of your competitors.
You will clearly see how your message stacks up in the eyes of your prospects.

See your competitors’ ad schedules. This will uncover any hidden out-of-hours or weekend
opportunities.
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In another Google Ads Secrets report, see which search terms have the least competition.
It’s not uncommon for some search terms in a market to have one-third of the number of
advertisers competing as others. This is a golden opportunity for your ad to stand out.

And most importantly of all. We can notify you the moment we see a change so that we can take
collective action to fight off new opponents, or respond to changing offers from competitors.
Don’t wait till AFTER your efforts have been undermined. You can have the intel to Attack the Pack.
And make up ground as fast as possible.
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Google’s Option 3 – Charge more for each click.
Google’s pricing model is built on a “modified auction.” That means that advertiser bids and “ad
quality factors,” which are entirely in Google’s control, determine the price you pay for each click.
There are subtle ways that Google increases the average price of each click.

A Shifting User Interface
Take a look at recent changes to the Google Ads user interface.
.

Location information is now removed from the ads interface, and even worse follows:

You can see this as just one example of Google hiding a setting that creates a marginal gain in their
revenue. This hidden action increases the confusion of advertisers and increases the cost per click.
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Hiding user interface elements that many advertisers won’t ever see is a surefire way for Google
to eke out a few more percentage points in revenue.
It’s a tactic Google has been using all the years I’ve been involved in Google Ads and I don’t see it
changing any time soon.

Removing Control by Advertisers
Google is continually tweaking elements of Google Ads that weaken the control of advertisers to
control the terms that their ads show.
For example - Exact match no longer matches “Exact” searches. It now includes close variants
(which are not always that close). Take a look at this table below from storegrowers.com.

For every time that this is a good thing, there will be another time that it is not good. Especially
when advertisers pay for ad clicks on unrelated search terms.
There are many similar examples of control being gradually withdrawn from advertisers. Each
time, Google gains more percentage points on their average price per click.
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Winning at Google Ads
To succeed at running Google Ads profitably, you must consistently win relevant clicks that you
can turn into new revenue.
And while Google may pretend to be your friend, don’t assume they are on your side. Their
objective is not your objective. Remember, they only have a handful of ad slots to fill on the page
and there are at least 5x more buyers than ad slots available.

Here are our recommended principles and strategies to win the Google Ads war:
1. Target only relevant keywords - and be ruthless at cutting what doesn’t work profitably.
2. Understand your market fully. Know your competitors, their messages, and every change
that happens.
3. Write ads with market-leading offers, and send visitors to carefully crafted landing pages
designed to trigger your calls to action.
4. Don’t drop the ball when the phone rings or a text engages. The human-to-human
interaction that follows can make or break everything else.
That’s it. There are, of course, subtle and technical tactics. These are the job of your ad campaigns
manager. But when you get the above principles right. you’ll be in the best position to succeed
with your Google advertising results.
Here is the problem we want to help you solve. Most agencies and advertisers
… are good at 1 above, and at managing routine tasks like bid and budget management.
… are unaware of 2 and 3 and are ignorant of the hidden market details.
… are not aware of nor respond to behind-the-scenes market changes.
… unknowingly waste money on non-competitive offers.
… fight the ad battle without the data that Google is hiding.
… never achieve the marketing success that could be theirs.
In this booklet, you’ve learned that Google Ads Secrets will help you advance beyond most
agencies and advertisers.
Guild Marketing has been providing local market intel and competition data to our clients since
2011. It's in our DNA to monitor your market. Let us help you by providing the hidden intel you
need to succeed.
To order Google Ads Secrets for your company, contact us for prices, an order form, or questions.
Send a text message to (970) 410-3838, or an email to guildmktg@gmail.com.
State your name, company, and best email address. Add the word “Secrets” to your message. We
will reply quickly.
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